Subject:

Re: Important to discuss this weekend

Ok
Sent via Blackberry by AT&T

Subject: Re: Important to discuss this weekend
I propose that you call me on Sunday night if there’s something urgent, I’ll have my cell on me.
I’m about to leave for the airport.
LY
> Thanks friend. When shall we talk?
> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T
>

> Subject: Important to discuss this weekend
>
> My Friend, I am writing to discuss these issues which are important and quite urgent.
> 1. Staff of the Selva Viva office. We are almost finishing up the year and in January we have to
> sign new contracts with the people who will be staying at the office and notify those who will not go
> on next year. We need to analyze and make quick decisions, but from my point of view,
> as things are right now, I think we should maintain the same team that has been working
> during all this year. However, the economic situation we are going through and the uncertain outlook
> for the following months due to the behavior of JK, and because we still have not confirmed
> another source of financing, maybe we need to have a very small team. If we reduce the
> team or continue with the ones who are there, we can’t offer any increase in their salaries,
> since every year in January, when the new contracts are signed, we usually raise a little bit their pay,
> but this time I do not think we are in a position to do it.
> We have to decide this soon, because I have to talk to them on Tuesday at the latest,
> especially with those who have employment contracts signed, otherwise, we might have legal
> problems, like what is happening with Silvia and María Elena.
>
> 2. Expenses this month
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> We are coming to the end of the month, and next week we already have to pay the salaries, if we
> want to pay them on time, which obviously will not happen, given the economic situation
> we are going through. However, it is important to clarify on this that the budget is higher in
> relation to the previous months, since we are paying the puppeteer, plus two girls who are helping
> the attorneys. In addition, in reviewing the accounts with Alexandra, we have not included in the debits
> report from the previous months some expenses that we incurred months ago, for example, we
> bought a new printer, a scanner and another computer (because we had to give one to the
> man). These expenses were not budgeted. Adding up all these expenditures they come up to
> a little more than thirty thousand, without including the debt to the court. All this worries me
> given the situation with JK, although I am sure and certain that this should not influence the decisions
> we have to make because of his behavior.
> Please analyze and maybe we can talk over the phone on Sunday or at the latest on Monday.
> I am traveling to Coca for a meeting with the community leaders this afternoon and tomorrow,
> but I will be waiting if there is anything urgent.
>
> Have a good weekend.
>
>
> LY
>
>
>
Find the best recipes at Yahoo! Cook.
> http://mx.mujer.yahoo.com/cocina/
>
>
>#############################################
>GPFCorp has processed your message using MailScanner-EX Please review
>“Legal Notice” regarding the use of email
>
http://avisolegal.powerfast.net
>
>

#############################################
GPFCorp has processed your message using MailScanner-EX Please review “Legal Notice” regarding the
use of email
http://avisolegal.powerfast.net
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